20th anniversary of Breast Cancer Research

- 1999: Launch date with BMC
- 2002: BRCR receives its first Impact Factor
- 2006: 20th anniversary of Breast Cancer Research
- 2008: Published its 300th research article
- 2010: Vitamin D receptor gene polymorphisms and haplotypes and postmenopausal breast cancer risk
- 2011: One of the most accessed articles published (with 168,129 views and downloads)
- 2016: June: IF hits above 6 for the 1st time!
- 2017: One of the most newsworthy articles published (Altmetric score of 870)
- 2018: 709,000 unique page views
- TODAY:
  - 3,990 articles published
  - 103,000+ citations received
  - 1,837,553 downloads
  - Over 10,300 Altmetric mentions
  - Leading breast cancer journal in the field